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About This Game

A thrilling gem-matching adventure awaits those who dare to explore the jungle of the Aztecs, where untold treasure lies hidden
deep within an ancient temple! Will you dare to venture into the tangle, where you'll discover the long forgotten powers of the

totems, and learn to unleash their magic on arrays of glittering gems? Can you master the variety of bonuses, and use their
explosive abilities to rack up insane high scores? And will you be able to complete each quest that stands before you, no matter

how formidable? Then you are ready for the all-new Treasures of Montezuma 5.

Featuring a return to longer level times and more challenging goals, Treasures of Montezuma 5 offers a variety of captivating
modes, from classic gem-gathering quests to intense treasure hunting missions. Each new twist and turn will keep you on the

edge of your seat as you visit the Store to upgrade the totems and bonuses, try your luck at the Slot Machine, and earn dozens of
gratifying Achievements. Offering butter-smooth gameplay and jaw-dropping visuals, Treasures of Montezuma 5 breathes new

and exciting life into the gem-matching genre and will provide hours of addictive fun!

Game features:

* Dozens of thrilling levels
* Several captivating game modes
* Explosive bonuses and powers

* Challenging achievements
* Jaw-dropping visuals
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personally, i think this game ♥♥♥♥ING SUCKS. Momo is a dirty♥♥♥♥♥♥and i hate how she tries to send me nudes. I don't
recommend playing this with your parents. Square Enix and Popcap create a monster which still falls prey to all the JRPG
annoyances. Still fun if a bit repetitive. A period as tragic as it is severely misunderstood. I loved seeing the heart and soul of
Iran, even during this tumultuous time, on full display. 1979 Revolution isn’t afraid to dive deep into the heart of the revolution’s
most emotional and horrific aspects. Despite some inconsequential decision-making and visual roughness, the amount of heart,
character, and unflinching honesty in 1979 Revolution’s short two-hour tale is impressive.. Update after 18 hours) The combat
portion becomes more fun, once better spells are unlocked and more MP are available (mostly with Diana, who has a huge MP-
Pool). The support NPCs become less boring, once an established primary character has a sufficient lead in level to actually do
most of the damage.

Sadly, equipping the characters is a chore, as the system doesn't allow filtering out items that the characters don't have a
sufficient level for / that are already equipped by other characters. The game really needs an "auto-equip" option; Doing it
manually doesn't add depth in any desirable sense.

The exploration gameplay becomes increasingly interesting, as you get used to it and find ways to get an abundance of teleport-
potions. The map however doesn't help with it, as it distinguishes only between unfinished and redoable finished quests, but will
gladly direct you to subevents, where you have nothing to do on a given day. (E.g. lucky coins on a day where you don't plan to
collect them, or quest-givers of resource-gathering quests, where you don't have anything to hand in yet.)

The game also lacks a mechanism to skip forward to the next time-window; You can go to Akkos bed and sleep, but (a) this has
you either waste teleportation potions or wait it out where you are and (b) doesn't allow skipping forward exactly to the next
time-window and skipping in whole hours either over- or under-shoots the intended waiting time.

Overall, the mixed impression of "sort of recommended" remains.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(After 5-6 hours) Rather mixed impression. If I could I'd give it a "can't decide rating". Definitely only recommended for fans
of the show. Might redo the review after longer play-time.

It feels somehow wrong to recommend the game, yet somehow I can't see myself not finishing it, so I assume that translates into
a recommedation?

⊕ The dialog is cute and well-made, with the voice-cast of the show. Whenever I find a nice new exchange, it puts a smile on my
face.
⊖ Running around Luna Nova is fun, at least initially, simply by being given a 3D set to explore. Sadly, a mixture of frequent
scene-changes (they are really needlessly sectionized by standards of modern hardware), combined with fetch-quests sending
you back and forth, quickly drains the novelty.
⊖ The brawler sections are shallow and unsatisfying, and feel tucked-on so far.
⊖ So far, the unlock system that requires a limited currency to progress in quest lines, and even for fast-travelling and unlocking
save-points (!) feels pretty pointless.

Overall, all the anime parts are worthwhile, the padding in between is... just that.. Pretty engaging story and gameplay so far..
Fun little life simulator.

Amazing how with poorly times aunt visits, rent payments and your aparment being robbed life can go south real fast.
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Quite accurate.

Serious bit with an update.

Started out with No Priviledge points, homeless and unemployed
Long grind working in a fast food place and renting a place out
Tried to fulfill the health need by having an excercise bike but living in a sketchy part of town meant it was robbed every two
weeks.
Then got a job as a bouncer for 2 years
Proceeded to spend 3 years doing part-time bouncer work whilst studying for a Law diploma
After finishing Law diploma I am now working as a Paralegal in the city centre with a Car and wife (as a tip wive's aren't that
worth it in the short run as getting engaged and married is quite expenseive and having to keep taking them out on dates so they
dont divorce you is a strain enough.)

7/10 - Would pull myself up by my bootstraps again. Probably a lot more fun with mods and if you don't mind a grind its worth
a buy.. Tight combat , good character customization , good ship customization with an interesting sandbox to play around in . To
me all it is missing to make your own story are the faction wars and the devs said they were working on those . i hope that there
will be territory changing hands but no mention yet . overall it is good in the current state and is only getting better.
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This game is absolutly incredible. I rarely write a review but this one really deserves it. Its a classic style shooter and runs
flawlessly and glitch free in VR on my Vive with a i7600K, 32 gig ram \/ NVidia 980ti. First of all at $1.99 its a steal. You have
your ship in one hand and a crystal collector which converts to a shield when it is powered up. Your enemies are drones that
shoot at you and you shoot asteriods of various sizes to get the crystals as well as getting them from the drones and other
enemies. You go through waves and between the shooting you go through narrow areas that completey surround you and the
immersive feeling is so intense and polished. It has great graphics with an amazing mezmorizing soundtract that adds so much to
the game. Music is such a huge part of any VR experence and there are SO many devolopers that have great sounding music
when your viewing their videos at the Steam store and you buy the game and theres little or nothing. Now the very slight
negative. The game is very hard and just to get to the 3rd or 4th wave is a huge acomplishment which is about 8 minutes long.
You only have one life and when your ship gets too many hits (15 to be percise) thats it..."GAME OVER". If it was a little less
difficult, maybe 3 lives and more waves and a few different enviorments, I would easily pay $10-15 dollars for it. At $1.99,
there is absolutely no excuse to not get this game, I promise.....you will NOT regret it!. There are serious issues with this game
as well as the developers and business direction. There is a huge bug where you cannot kill enemy bases that are taking over
every sectors of the game. Even with the latest version of the beta 2.50 the game feels very early access and many of the
features you'd expect from an X series are not there.

Per the Developer
"We are aware of this issue and do plan to work on it, but as previously explained it is not as simple to fix as it might seem.
There are existing threads on the subject, most of which are both more descriptive and more constructive, so no need for a new
one.". Very decent hidden gem. I expected it to be a flop and boy was I wrong. Takes a little bit of time to get used to but once
you do, the thought process needed to win is like when you play Tetris. I played well over an hour the very first time I played
but I expected to play 10 minutes and uninstall. Glad I didn't and it's definitely a keeper.

Pros:

Addictive Gameplay
Polished Graphics
Controller Support
Uncensored Chat

Cons:

Immature Players
Offensive Players
Ignorant Players

I recommend to everyone that can handle the 3 types of people I listed above.. Download the demo, it's free and has all the game
mechanics in it. You don't gain anything by picking up the early access game which has seen no attention from the dev shortly
after it went live. Look at the "eary access game" notes from the developer written in June of 2016 and feel free to browse the
trello board ( http:\/\/trello.com\/b\/oOCNIEaS ) listing the tasks he was planning on but never got around to:

Approximately how long will this game be in Early Access?
\u201cThe game will be in Early Access for at least a month, until it has proper assets (sound, graphics), as well as more
content.

It's a shame I can't recommend this game; it missed all of its early access milestones. It seems the developer had great ideas to
make the game more fun.. Newcomer to Atelier games, started with the fan translation of Atelier Marie.
Game is as comfy as people claimed. I love the characters, the setting and the soundtrack from the first few hours.

My only problems are some random micro stutters which thankfully don't happen too often, and the abysmal graphical options.

The game as a game is a GREAT start to get into Atelier games and to understand what makes an Atelier game an Atelier
game.. Its-a ME. Megaman!!!
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